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Abstract

Many people cooperate for creating something new. It is
important for the team’s perfomance to build a trusting re-
lationship. It is necessary for building the trusting relation-
ship to know the present state of the team. People are able to
understand other people’s friendship and hierarchical rela-
tionship from their talk. We propose an estimation system of
people’s friendship and hierarchical relationship. People’s
uttered sentence types are used to estimate the two relation-
ships. The types are identified from meanings of auxiliary
verbs and particles that are included in a sentence. We ex-
perimented confirmed that this system is efficient to estimate
the two relationships.

1. Introduction

For creating something new, many people must cooper-
ate together. For working smoothly, people must communi-
cate each other. The team’s perfomance will decline when
the team members don’t trust each other[1]. It is impor-
tant for exercising people’s ability to build a good human
relationship in the team[2]. People should not make a team
from people who are not on friendly terms and who are in
a hierarchical relationship. However, it is difficult to under-
stand everyone’s friendship and hierarchical relationship.

People understand their friend’s friendship and hierar-
chical relationship from the friends’ talks[3]. The utterance
intentions are expressed by sentence types. We considered
that the friendship and the hierarchical relationship are able
to be estimated from the sentence types.

We propose an estimatin system of people’s frinedship
and hierarchical relationship from sentence types. The sys-
tem identifies the uttered sentence types with the meaning
of auxiliary verb and particle in a sentence. People’s friend-

ship and hierarchical relationship are estimated from the
sentence types.

2. Related Works

In this section, we will introduce estimation methods of
sentence types. We will also introduce human relationship
visualization methods.

2.1. Sentence type Estimation

Utterance intentions are expressed between sentences[4].
It is difficult to estimate sentence types automatically only
from written texts. Kumamoto et al. developed a voice an-
swering system for a personal computer help system[5]. In
this system, the sentence types are estimated from combi-
nations of verb, particles and auxiliary verbs. Although
the number of sentence types are not defined, Kumamoto
et al. prepared 12 types for personal computer users. In
most research, the sentence types are prepared according to
each situation[6]. The proposed system estimates the sen-
tece types from the meanings of auxiliary verb and particle.
We will also prepared some sentence types for estimation.

2.2. Human Relationship Visualization

FOAF is a language for describing human relationships
on the Web[7]. With FOAF, we give our name, affiliation,
the URLs of our homepage, chat ID, our friends ’names
and so on. The friendship is described“ know”or“ un-
known”. RELATIONSHIP is also a language that is ex-
panded from FOAF[8]. We are able to describe relationship
strength[8]. As the relationships are written by each users
, it is difficult to describe all relationships with FOAF or
RELATIONSHIP.



Figure 1. Estimation system of friendship and
hierarchical relationship

Tyler developed a method that describes office member’s
relationships using e-mail exchange information[9]. In this
method, relationships are displayed as a graph in which the
nodes denote people and the lines denote e-mail exchanges.
Important nodes are colored. Matsuo et al. developed a
method of human relationship identification by calculating
the hit number of a researcher ’s name using a search en-
gine and using the hit number to identify pairs who work
together[10].

We don’t identify important persons or a researcher’s re-
lationships. We identify people’s friendships and hierarchi-
cal relationships.

3. Estimation System of Friendship and Hier-
archical Relationship

We explain our estimation system of friendship and hi-
erarchical relationship from uttered sentence types1. The
sentences that were uttered by two people are inputted into
the system. The inputted sentences are classified whether
particles and auxiliary verbs are included or not. The sen-
tence type is indentified from the meanings of auxiliary verb
and particle. A sentence type database is used for indenti-
fication. The friendship and hierarchical relationship are
estimated from the sentece types.

3.1. Input: Utterance Sentences of Two People

Utterance sentences are inputted to the system. The sen-
tences are uttered by two people (in Table 1).

3.2. Classification of Sentences

In this module, the sentences are classified whether par-
ticles and auxiliary verbs are included or not. The sen-

Table 1. Examples of inputted sentences that
were used in the experiment of Section.5

speaker1 I have a meeting with M on July 27.
If you come to join us, please let me
know by e-mail.

speaker2 I will stay in Osaka at the time.
I will join the meeting if I do not have
another works．
If I have another works, I will contact
you.

speaker1 Would you come to the A station at 2
o’clock?

speaker2 I will go.
speaker1 Please come to the A station about

13:20.
Let’s go together.

tences with auxiliary verbs and particles are divided into
two groups according to the speakers.

3.3. Creation of Rules between the Sentence Type
and the Meanings

We describe how to create the rules between a sentence
type and the meanings of auxiliary verb and particle. The
correspondences are shown in Table 2.

To create the rules, particles and auxiliary verbs are first
divided into clusters. One cluster consists only of parti-
cles and auxiliary verbs whose meanings are similar. The
clusters are grouped if the particles and auxiliary verbs in
the clusters are used together in the same situation. The
grouped cluster become a new cluster. When the grouping
is finished, labels are given to each cluster. The sentence
type is indicated by a label. In searching for lacked clusters,
sentence tags[13] are assigned to proper clusters. New clus-
ters are created from those with unassigned tags and given
an appropriate cluster meaning and label.

3.4. Identification of Sentence Types

The types of sentence s in the sets S1 and S2 are es-
timated by using the rules. This module outputs a vector.
The elements of the vector are the sentence types shown in
Table 2. The value of the element is the number of cor-
respondences between an sentence type and particles and
auxiliary verbs in the database.

The sentence type vector Is of the sentence s is described
by Eq.(1),

Is = (x1, x2, x3, . . . , x23) (1)



Table 2. Rules between a sentence type and
meanings

sentence
type

xi Meanings

Sentimental x1 will, spontaneous, possible, impossible, hope, emphasis
Fact x2 negation, confirm, question, addition, side by side, choice, indefinite, recitation, irony, degree,

limitation, slight
Supplement x3 distinction, addition, side by side, indefinite, recitation, emphasis
Value
judge-
ment

x4 not naturally, restless mind, reason

Gain x5 confirm, doubt, question, hope, desire, restless mind, ask oneself
knowledge
providi

x6 emphasis, negation, assertion, value judgement

knowledge
teach

x7 analogy, guess, estimate, euphemistic, negation, emphasis

Be taught x8 confirm, doubt, question, desire, request, restless mind, ask oneself
Request x9 doubt, question, hope, desire, request, restless mind
Confirtm x10 restless mind, confirm
Request
action

x11 hope, desire, request, appeal, prohibition, request agreement, invitation, restless mind, order,
permission, cause

Request
saying

x12 euphemistic,confirm, doubt, question, will, appeal, request agreement, invitation, order, ask
oneself, permission

Propose x13 distinction, irony, will, hope, emphasis
Thank x14 respect,spontaneous
Apology x15 respect, will, spontaneous
Agreement x16 naturally, denial, affirmation
Opposite x17 negation, will not to do, not emphasis, criticism, denial, affirmation, opposite
Accept
action
request

x18 negation, not naturally, confirm, question, will, spontaneous, possibile, impossible, will not
to do, desire, request, past

Accept
saying
request

x19 proportion, hearsay, example, illustration, guess, estimate, euphemistic, negation, not natu-
rally, confirm, question

Satisfaction x20 euphemistic, confirm, assertion, past
Say rea-
son

x21 reason, value judgement

Hold x22 restless mind, confirm, recitation
Switch
topic

x23 appeal, will, question

The set of particles and auxiliary verbs in the sentence si

is described by Psi . The vector value of sentence type xl is
evaluated with Eq.(2),

Isj (xl) = (
∑

pj∈Psi

freq(xl,m
k
pj

))conf(xl) (2)

where, freq(x,m) denotes the correspondence between
x and m in the database. When m is at the end of a sentence,
the value of freq(x,m) is 1. When m is within a sentence,
the value of freq(x,m) is 0.5. conf(x) denotes the degree
of estimation confidence. The noise of the vector element is
then removed. The three elements with the highest values
are saved. The elements with the highest correlation values
to these three elements are also saved. The correlation value
between sentence type xl and xm is evaluated with Eq.(3),

correlation(xl, xm) =
T (xl)T (xm)

|T (xl)||T (xm)|
(3)

In Eq.(3), T (x) denotes the vector whose elements are
the utterance tags of SWBD. |T (x)| denotes the vector
length.

3.5. Estimation of the Friendship Degree

The friendship degree is estimated with the identified
sentence types. We define the friendship degree as the de-

Table 3. the number of sentences of mail texts
and the number of sentence type estimated

pair total estimated
data1 A B 114 29
data2 A C 109 38
data3 A D 131 41

gree of friendly terms. If people are on friendly terms,
they talk about many things. It is considered that the num-
ber of sentence types become big. If people are on friendly
terms, they speak alteranately. The estimation function of
friendship degree is created by using the two ideas.

The sentence types type(h) from speaker h’s all uttered
senteces is calculated by Eq.(4),

type(h) =
∑

i=1...23

delta(xi) (4)

delta(x) returns 1 or 0. When the sum of Isj (xl) is larger
than a threshold1, 1 is returned. When the sum of Isj (xl) is
smaller than a threshold, 1 is returned.

The friendship value of two people h1 and h2 is calcu-
lated with Eq.(5),

friendship(h1, h2) =
type(h1)type(h2)
line(h1)line(h2)

(5)

The line() denotes the number of inputted sentences.

3.6. Estimation of the Hierarchical Relationship De-
gree

People’s hierarchical relationship degree is estimated
from identified sentence types. We define the hierarchical
relationship degree as rank difference among the talking
people. If people are in hierarchical relationship, an infe-
rior is not able to disobey his superior. The inferior don’t
use sentence types ” action request” and ”speak request”
that are identified with the meaning ”order” and ”prohibi-
tion” (in Fig.2). It is expected that the amount of superior’s
utterance is bigger than that of inferior’s. We made the es-
timation function for hierarchical relationship. People’s hi-
erarchical relationship degreee hierarchy(h1, h2) are esti-
mated with Eq.(6),

hierarchy(h1, h2) = (order(h1)+1)
(order(h2)+1)

(word(h1)+1)
(word(h2)+1) − 1 (6)

h1 and h2 mean speaker. order() means the number of
sentences whose sentence types are ”action request” and

1In this paper, the threshold was 1.0.



”speak request”. word() means the number of uttered
words. When the value of Eq.(6) is minus, h1 is an infe-
rior. When the value of Eq.(6) is plus, h1 is an superior.

3.7. Output: the value of Friendship Degree and the
Value of Hierarchical Relationship Degree

The friendship value estimated in Section3.5 and the hi-
erarchical relationship value estimated in Section3.6are out-
putted. Examples are shown in Table 1’s 3rd and 4th row.

4. Friendship and Hierarchical Relationship
Estimation Experiment

4.1. Experimental Preparation

We used seven data in Table 4 for this experiment. We
prepared text-based conversation data and voice-based con-
versation data. Mail, chat1, chat2, BBS, and voice1 data are
the two people’s conversation. One fixed speaker and the
ohter speaker talked in each conversation pairs. Mixed and
voice2 data are also two people’s conversation data. Var-
ious pairs talked in these two data. Examples of uttered
sentences are shown in Table 1.

We prepared three systems for comparing the results.
Each system’s friendship value is (1) the number of two
peoples utter words, (2)the types of auxiliary verbs and
particles that are included in two people’s utter sentences
and (3) the number of nouns that two people utter. Each
system’s hierarchical relationship value is (4) the rate of
Japanese respectable words ”desu” and ”masu”, (5)the rate
of words two people utter and (6) the rate of sentences
whose sentece type is requested one. The rate in (4), (5),
(6) is calculated with Eq.(7).

rate(h1, h2) =
num2 + 1
num1 + 1

(7)

num1 denotes the h1’s number. num2 denotes the h2’s
number.

The correct values of friendship and hierarchical rela-
tionship are the results from questionaire survey. The par-
ticipatns were the university students whose majors are in-
formation science. The number of participants were ten.
We asked the participants to read the sentence in each con-
vesations and set scores to each pairs. The score is between
1 to 5. If the pairs are on friendly terms, the score is high. If
the pairs are in hierarchical relationship, the score is high.
We used the average of scores as the correct values.

We calculated the correlation values between the system
outputs and the correct values for evaluation.

Table 4. Used data for the proposed system
evaluation experiment

data pairs average sentences a person
Mail 3 59
BBS 5 53
Chat1 4 42.5
Chat2 9 75.8
Voice1 47 95
Mixed 21 55.4
Voice2 8 97

Table 5. Correlations between the system out-
put value and the correct value in estimation
of friendship degree

Data proposed words types numbers
mail 0.785 -0.300 -0.774 -0.677
BBS 0.587 -0.459 -0.442 -0.372
chat1 0.789 -0.686 -0.623 -0.650
chat2 0.778 -0.926 -0.748 -0.733
voice1 0.448 0.414 0.213 0.030
mixed 0.413 -0.350 -0.514 -0.509
voice2 0.522 0.530 -0.332 -0.257
average 0.646 -0.253 -0.460 -0.452

4.2. Experimental Results

Table 5 shows the correlation values from estimating
friendship degrees. Table 6 shows the correlation values
from estimating hierarchical relationship degrees.

The correlations value from the proposed system were
highest in six data in Table 5The average of correlation was
0.669 in one-fixed convesation data. As the average of cor-
relation was 0.403 in various pair conversation data, the av-
erage was higher in using one-fixed conversation data. It
was because nobody speaks alike. The proposed system
are able to estimate robastly in using one-fixed conversation
data.

The correlations value from the proposed system were
highest in five data in Table 6. The average of correlation
from the proposed sytem was 0.564 in one-fixed convesa-
tion data . As the average of correlation was 0.467 in vari-
ous pair conversation data, the average was higher in using
one-fixed conversation data. It was because nobody speaks
alike. The proposed system are able to estimate robastly in
using one-fixed conversation data.



Table 6. Correlations between the system out-
put value and the correct value in estimation
of hierarchical relationship degree

data proposed respect words intention
mail 0.873 0.754 -0.795 0.567
BBS 0.614 -0.674 0.714 0.509
chat1 0.795 -0.470 0.653 0.640
chat2 0.694 -0.729 0.486 0.650
voice1 0.370 -0.494 0.025 0.010
mixed 0.585 -0.674 0.514 0.509
voice2 0.327 0.221 0.228 0.030
average 0.710 -0.229 0.218 0.401

5. Conclusion

We proposed an estimation system for people’s friend-
ship and hierarchical relationship from sentence types. The
system identifies the sentence types from the meanings of
auxiliary verbs and particles. The friendship degree and hi-
erarchical relationship degree are estimated from the sen-
tence types. We confirmed that the proposed system can es-
timates two relationships robastly in one-person fixed con-
versation.
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